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Kentucky -- Fair 'tonight .
and Wednesday, little chenge
in temperat0e:, scattered
light frosts likely •tonight. •
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1SENIOR CLASS
CHOOSES STAFF
FOR YEARBOOK

JAMES GRUGM
KILLED IN
AUTO ACCIDENT
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The senior class of Murray High
School hie; announced the relection
of a staff to prepare "The Tiger,"
yearbook of the school. This annual staff will be under the direction of W. B. Moser, principal
of the school and veterae senior '

James M. Grugett. 27, was killed
instantly In an automobile accident in Detroit, Mich., Saturday
night. Funeral services will be
held at the Hickory Grove Church
of Christ 1:00 o'clock Wednesday
afternoon. Burial will be in the
cip,ves
' in
Mt. Zion cemetery
caunty.
Survivors include his father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Grugett of Alma route one; four sisters,
Mrs. !tete Dovgin of Chicago. 11..
Mrs. Ben Bagwell of Almo route
one, Mrs. Thomas Marshall and
Mrs. Herbert Long of Detroit; three
brothers, Carney Grugett of Chicago, Ill., Willis Grugett of Almo
route one, and Cornell Grugett of
Houston, Tex.
The body of James Grugett will
arrive in Fulton today, acs wnpanied by his fiancee, Miss Wanda
Diggs, of Detroit. Friends may call
at the home of the parents after
700, o'clock this evening.
The Linn funeral home, Benton,
is in charge of arangernents.
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Thousands Witness
Soil Conservation
Demonstration Monday
•
_.tOn
Hazel FHA Has Large Callowav-

of Puerto Rico, the blazing CaribTROPICAL "ICE" HARVEST-In the sbuthwestern tip
pools of sea water, soaking up the moisture
bean sun beats down on shallow, man-made
by a brine-hardened colony of natives.
and leaving huge sheets of salt to be harvested
on the tropical "ice" sheets, using
work
natives
shovels,
and
Here, armed with picks
wheelbarrows to cart the salt from bed to shore.

sponsor..
The ectitoron-chief is William
McElrath, and he will be assisted
by the following:
Assistant Editor-Jae Pat HackI
ett.
Business Manager--George Robert Allbritten
Advertising Manager-- Bobby
Hargis
.Assistent Advertising Manager/tenth Parker. Norma Lovins
Spoil:5 Editor -Eli Alexander
-Art Editor-Gene Geurin
LittOry Editor -Joe Thurman
Photography Editor _ Rupert
Parks, Jr.
Snapshot Editor_Olean Wilson
Testitrix-Janice Weatherly
Prott-Tom Lamb
Hist ian-Anna Ruth Billington

SCIENTISTS HAVE Rearmament Program Here Being OS CALLS MINE
TROUBLE FOCUSING
SHUTDOWN FOR'
Reds
Warns
States
United
d,
Speede
'BIGGEST EYE'
ELECTION DAY
LOGGING SHOW TO
INCLUDE ALL NEW
TYPES MACHINERY
Dr. Peters To
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Initiation For
Green Hands
The Hazel Chapter of Future
Farmers gave the boys in the 9th
grade a formal initiation Tuesday, I
October 5, 1948 at 2 o'clock. They
went through all the necessary
steps' to initiate the boys.
The boys that have become future farmers discussed other problems. They have four pigs on the
school campus and the boys made
an agreement to bring about a
bushel of corn apiece to help top
the pigs out. The followina, members were
initiated: Norman Mathes, Gerald
Alton, James Alton, Eugene Armstrong, Hubert Barrow. Henton
Craig, Owen Farris, James Harmon.
Julian' Mayer, Freddie Owen, Richard Scorberry and Robert Sills.
By chapter reporter. Paul Brandon

•

A large delegation froValloIc
tfns
way 'county visited the
farm in Marshall county yesterday
to witness the demonstration. by
the giant Kentucky Soil Conservation Caravan. A total of 7,500
West' Kentuckians saw the vital
lesson in saving the soil.
The caravan was composed of
giarit, modern farm and excava"The Masquers." dramatics club
ting machinery which eeworked
of Murray Hihg School, held their the entire 76-acre . Watkins farm.
annual Open House on Wednes- Officials said that this was the bigdemonstration
day, October 6. at 6:45 p. m. The gest conservation
ever to be held in this part of KenOpen House; to which all eligible
tuelcy.
students who wish to join the club
As spectators watched, terraces
were-invited,- -toeloopleee-in the micoated -on rotttng-laritte gullies
number
MRS Auditorium. A large
diappeared is bulldozers scooped
of sophomores, juniors, and seniors tons of earth into- them, and a huge
interested in "The Masquers" were holeeappeared that trill be an acre
present, as well as several mem- pond. Several tractors took other
bers of the faculty,
stepseto aid in ideal sc;i1 conserveAn outside attraction was pro- lion.
vided by Barkley Jones. .1 student
Other developments included setat Murray College. who presented ting of posts for 600 rods of fenca scene from -Our Town," by ing, construction of a road across
Thornton Wilder. He was assisted the farm, clearing of a tree-chokby five students of dramtiss from ed fence row. and , ordering the
the high school, who took minor seeding of 70 acres, some of it with
parts in the scene. Following the permanent pasture materiel.. The
entertainment, punch and cake caravan constructed 12.000 feet of
was served.
terraces, prepared an area for tree
After the Open House, the mem-1 Planting, and designated two wildcall-I
hers of "The Masquers" were
life areas.
ed together for a brief business
In the principal speech of the day.
session. 1•11 election of officers Dr. Ralph H. %goods
„president- cot
for the forthcoming year resulted Murray State College, pointed out
in the following choices:
that saving the soil is saving manWilliam McElrath
President
Cainkind.
Bill
Vice- President
Norma Lovins
Secretary
yr
Annita , Washer
Ti
The sponsor of the club is Mrs
Charles Snow, dramatics instructor
of Murray High School.
•

DRAMATICS CLUB
AT HIGH SCHOOL
HAS OPEN HOUSE

Gregg Miller
Joins New Firm

'KEEP POLITICS
OUT OF PEACES'
DEWEY URGES

RIM
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The western propesel cells fore— -PARIS, Oct. 12 (UP)-The UnitNEW YORK. Oct. 12 (UP/ --The
CINCINNATI, 0., Oct. 12 (UP)-ed States warned the Soviet Union establishment of an international
world's "biggest eye" is having difJohn L. Lewis today called a natoday that the American rearma- atomic control agency with power
for
focus
into
Itself
ficulty getting
tionwide coal mine shutdown for
ment program is, being speeded to to inspect and supervise any apd alL
a look into billions of billions miles
election day. Nov. 2.
"stay the heavy hand of Russia's atomic enterprises. There -would
into space.
Housten P Hollis, owner of HolOpening today's sesion of the
constant drive for world power." be no big power veto in this agency.
The "big eye" is the 300-inch mirUnited Mine Workers 40th conven- lis Appliance Company announced
Austin
Warren
Delegate
S
U.
ror telescope atop Mount Palomar
tion. Lewis directed the presidents today that Gregg Miller has bemade this statement in a speech bedown in the pure air of sunny Souof all bituminous and anthracite come associated with the business.
fore the United Nations Political
thern California.
dietriets "to give formal notifica- Miller is known in Calloway counconsidering
was
which
committee,
"If you wsuld We to see how
Scientists of the California Instito all operators advising them ty having lived here during his
tion
immediate
for
a Russian proposal
machines hays taken the drudgery
tute of Technology had hoped to
production' of coal on elec- lifetime He has Been formerly asthe
that
Big
one-third disarmament by the
out of logging operations that go
start matins observations with the
sociated with the various tobacco
Vette 'igne
Nov. 2. will cease."
day,
tion
Five powers.
/ with harvesting timber, then you'll
"big eye" in November of this
Levis acted in accordance with floors here in Murray
all-day
the
seeing
in
interested
Vishinbe
.
Andrei
Delegate
Russian
Miller said he was 'happy to be
year. but the word today was that
move
convention
: snow planned for Thursday, Octo- last ..vriday's
the teleiscope wilt sot be to actual Sky replied in a shouting, screamwhicirrecornMendtkirthat operations associated with the firm and reforrester
district
says
14."
her
1
57
operation watt after *a Son of ing speech of one hour and
in the coal industry be suspended quested Nat his friends call on him
Woodrow King
minutes in which he made some of
the year.
that the miners can go to -the at the business for their appliance
so
heard in
This leigiang equipment Show polls to vote against candidates needs.
The trouble is, according to the the bitterest charges 'ever
will be held at th.7 Kaskaskia Ex- who supported the Taft- Hartley
He resides at 105 South 8th
scientists, work must be couileted a United Nations meeting.
perimental Forest. about 20 miles
Austin had taken a leaf from
street.
an the installation of auxiliary
law in congress.
southeast of Harrisburg. III. The
mirrors and on a RUsh modifica- Vishinsky's book. Instead of deThe convention voted Lewis an
latest type of equipment will be
he took
Mrs Ella Eversole of Walla Waltion job on the supporting system fending American policy,_
increase of $25,000 a year to boost
timMending
of
acres
16
in
Rusused
denounced
the offensive. He
pay to $50.000 and make la, Wash , is visiting in the home
nnnual
his
of the big mirecie.
ber. Through the various operapeace,
him the second highest paid labor of Mr and Mrs. August Wilson and
However, the sc•rittst, point out sia for blocking a lasting
tions visitors may see how machinrefusing
peace,
to
threat
a
creating
change,"
major
a
leader in the world, Only the $54.- also Mr. and Mrs. John Clopton,
tkat it "is not
bartunber
es are simplifying
the UN. and frus000 anriiial pay of James C Petril- Mrs Eversole will be remembered
but one that requires considerable to cooperate in
• vesting methods.
trating a settlement of the Berlin
lo of the American Federation of by her friends as the former Miss
Moe.
District Forrester King says that Musicians I AFL) is higher.
Ella Watson of Graves County.
WASHINGTON, Oct. 12. (UP-.
•
the Palomar scientistsbave been crisis..,,
this presents a fine opp irtunity
Railroads today asked _the interSalaries of Vice-President TeemAdmitting that the United States
tdking preliminary photographs to
for woodland miners. sawmin op- as Kennedy and secretary-treasur' Mrs. Torn N Erwin,
Mr
state commerce commission for a
telt out the cameras and the big disarmed "too far and too fast"
erators and farmers to learn :about er Jnhn Owens were raised , flown Chattanooga, Tenn., were week-end
freight-rate increase of 19 per
mirror. but no pictures for astron- after World War II. Austin said
He
Oury
operations.
Mrs.
effecient looting
cent instead of eiglet per cent re$18,000 to $40,000 a year. Those of visitors of Mr. and
made. this mistake was going to be remeomical study have . been
stated that this demonstration, first executive board members were Shackleford. Mrs Erwin is the
quested Oct. 1.
These will come when all the ad- died by a stepped-up rearmament
(UP)
12.
Oct.
Ky.,
LOUISVILLE,
of its kind to be held in this part boosted to $1,000 a month.
They filed formal petition with
former Miss Barbara Shackleford
Dr. John Brandon Peters
justments have been completed- program designed to protect against
asked
Dewey
E.
-Gov. Thomas
of -the country. will be well worth
the ICC amending the Oct. 1 reand when the right clear night ar- Russian aims of world dominapoli"keep
to
his opponents today
quest. If the 13 per cent is granted,
Dr. John Brandon Peters, who seeing. Much of the equipment to
rives. Even with the Usually clear tion.
itics out of peace."
be demonstrated has not been in
it would add $1.092.000.000 a year
Vubinsky came back fighting. will conduct a revival at the First
weather around Palomar, it has
"In this election year, the bi- to shippers' costs on the basis of
general use in this part of the
been Unmated that only about 24 Red-faced, waving his arms, point- Methodist Church, beginning Oct- country.
partisan foreign policy is the only estimates by the railroads of"their
nighta of the year will be perfect ing his finger accusingly at western ober 17 at the evening hour and
means by -which we can speak next year's business. And it would
in
used
be
that
will
Equipment
his
•
raising
frequently
delegates,
for aelentific observation.
with a united voice in the crisis bring to $4.100.0001100 the total
October
Sunday
through
skid
continue
includes
dtmonstrations
the
of
prosecutor
the
shriek.
Meanwhile, the scientists are get- voice to a
we face," the Republican pieselen- annual increase in rail freicht-pasof
outone
the
as
mine
a
regarded
24,
chokers,
is
special
loaders,
trials:
ting ready to put a 48-inch,Schmidt the famous Moscow purge
till candidate said in an address senger revenue since the war.
of the Methodist detector to-locate metal in the logs,
1. Asserted that Russia will give standing preachers
telescope into action. This is much
prepared for delivery in Loui?The carriers asked for an imsaws,
hydraupower
of
variety
Church.
a
smaller camera than the "big eye" no information about her armed
vine's Lincoln Park.
mediate eight per cent hike walla
self-loading
trucks,
lic
carts.
log
now the District
is
Peters
Dr.
unless
and
until
world
the
to
forces
The
powerful.
camextremely
his
on
is
here
it
ten
Dewey stopped
the ICC is considering tteir reof the Memphis logging sulkiee and skidding pans.
first project loasthe Schmidt tele- the U. S. discloses the Size of her Superintendent
paign tour of Kentucky and south- quest for another five per cent
During the noon hour visitors
appointed
was
he
Before
District.
bombs.
atomic
of
stockpile
the
major
ern Illinois, following a
scope will bi the Mapping of
boost.
will be invited to take part in log
Observance of National Employ tither policy speech in Pittsburg
2. Accused the western Powers to this office he served the followskies in the Northern Hemisphere
The railroads mid the total inchopping and sawing contests.
First
churches:
Methodist
ing
Murray
in
Week
wantthey
Handicapped
that
the
last night. In that address he ask- crease requested would bring their
which will require two or three of -making believe"
offered
be
wilt
logging
tools
Hand
St.
La.;
Orleans.
New
Church,
employlast week resulted in the
ed to prohibit the the atomic ixemb,
ed that the "bunglers" be 'thrown net operating .income in 1949.to an
years.
Mo.; Druit Hill. as prizes by tool manufacturerse
ment of one more handicapped out of office."
Such mapping will be the chart- while actually depending upon "this John's, St. Liens.
sante
estimated $1252.000.000.
registraalso
several
be
will
There
MemJohn's
St.
Atlanta, Ga.; and
eeteran in this city, S. K. Morris,
He continued in the same vein
ing of the now unknown jungles of Illegitimate queenes,
They said, however. that if the
tion
prizes.
facilities specialist at the V. A. office today. denouncing the "clumsi- proposed increases are not authori3. Warned that "there is a reply phis, Tenn. Dr. Peters is in great
the cosmos. When points of interIn case of rain, the program will ,
demand as a commencement speakat Murray State college, announced ness. the weakneee, and the wobbl- zed, net operating income next
est are found, then the "big eye" for every weapon. gentlemen-don't
day.
following
the
held
be
and Universities, and
today. This veteran will be employ- ing of the present administration," year would be only $70,1,000.00.
will go to work. Theoretically, the forget that-there is a reply for er at Colleges
Is a great favorite with young
ed by the Gibson frozen food
"Peace is not a Republican or a
The carriers asked the ICC to
"big eye"-if it were not for the every weapon."
• hold a hearing this'iiiomh if neclocker
4. Accused the western powers people, especially college students.
Democratic matter," he said.
curvature of the earth-could bring
many
for
as
anxious
very
are
Cal"We
and
Murray
to
in
Other firms
He said the present world situa- essary before granting the interim
New York'g skyscrapers within of plotting with Nazi Germany
of the college students to hear Dr.
loway county which are employing tion pulled the. fight for "justice increase
about three miles of Mount Palo- etteek Russia in 1939.
S•FOCKNATIONAL
LOUIS
ST.
have
We
can.
possibly
as
handicapped veterans include:
and freedom-_far above partisan:.
Attacked John Foster Dulles. Peters
mer-that is visually.
arranged for transportation so that YARDS, Ill., Oct. 12 tUlai___(US-1
A-trailer-Shoe Store, Murray Hat- ship." Ho promised. that the fore;
The California Tech scientists re- Republican foreign policy adviser
_Livestock:
DA)
any who desires to come will have
chery, Ledger and Times, Hargis most aim of his administration
port that about 150.608 persons have who frequently has been mentioned
Hogs 8.200: salable 7,000; market
the opportunity." Rev. George Bell
Welding Shop. H. E. Jenkins Plum- would be world peace.
made the picturesque trip up the u a probable choice for U. S. seccents
lower.
25
mostly
to
steady
announced. Mr. Roy Hines and Miss
bing and Heating, Muray Tent and
There was little doubt that Dew,
mountain to see the big telescope retary ef state if Gov., Thomas E.
I
lbs.
200
to
190
choice
and
.
Godi
Jean Mueller, both music Majors
Ai:ening Company, Sykes Brothers. ey's plea to keep politics out -of
In yam to carne, that number Dewey ef New York is elected
moderate
.26.25:
price
one
larOlIfy
Belk-Settle Company, Dublin and peace was in reference to Presie
He said at Murray State College will have
will grow to many millions. includ- president next month.
some late sales
Denton Garage. Calhoun Plumbing dent Truman's abandoned plan to
charge of special music al l each sprinkling 2650;
ing the world's moot famous astron- Dulles' New York law firm of
scarce.
down to 26. Heavies very
and Electric. Morgan Service Sta- send Chief Justice Vinson as a
service.
omers who have been invited to Silliva and Cromwell played a malbs mostly 2554) to 26:
"We are asking the people of 160 to 180
tion, Hazel, Ky. Hazel Plumbing special peace emissary to Moscow.
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150 lbs 23 ,to 25; 100 to 120
More butchers sl ished prices on
Company. Hazel Ky.
-Murray to make their plans to 130 to
He pictured the current tug of
tial of Hitler's Germany.
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"A physical handicap is not nec- weir between the United State, osid-rneat today and two meat industry
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revival
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Chapman attacks"
Congressman Virgil
working for the Ledger and ance- of the job, contact the Vet- matic victories which only whetted
Even while Vishinsky was speakstrength on few geed steers sold. started
store meat market reduced prices
will speak in .Murray Wednesday
CORN
RING-SIZE
Times last week, and hopes to con- erans Administration, Murray State the appetites of men whose 'appea sub-committee of the Politing,
cents
.
higher.
strong
to
50
Cows
Ito 65 cents a pound on sirloin steak.
night between 7:80 and 8:00 o'clock
tites are worldwide."
papers for some College.
ical committee was overwhelmingventers steely. Load tinue carrying
Mr J. M. Thomas brought in an Bulls and
over the local radio station in beHe said the present situation was 49 cents on lamb chons. 55 cents on
come.
to
time
powers'
western
the
approving
comly
ear of corn to the office of the average good steers 32, few
59 on bacon
half of his candidacy for the U. S.
due in part "to the adminietretion's veal chops
Billy is in the fifth grade at
plan for international control -of Ledger and Times today that he mon and medium 1930 to 27; odd
Mark Pickell, secretary of the
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camsult the Republicans
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failure
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school,
high
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1948

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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THE LEDGER & TIMESCOMPANY

with Communists
I"1 honeycombed
n d Communist - sympathizers.
that is, therein does
Id

AUTUMN AF1ERNOON

PUBIJIIIIID BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Ilmes-Herald, October 20, 19g8, end the West Kentuekian January 17. 1949
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
GAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
I'nbliatied afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St.. Murray, Ky.
aztered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmision as
•
Second Class Matter
111.111SCRIFTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray, per week 15s, WM
month, 1156. tn Ca.Uoway and adjoining counties, per roar. $350. eiSIA
where 00.58.
•
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Steriek
Iktilding Memphis, Tenn.: 250 Park Ave.. New York: 397 N. Michigan
Ave, Qiniego; 80 Boylston St., Horton.
KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Zditot
right
the
We reserve
ere Public Voles items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
et our readers
Tuesday Afternoon. October 12, 194S

•
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COME WIrHM,0
PALEFACE,71)ThE LAND
OF C001 OLLIE ftATIP.S,
GOLDEN FORE575, AND/
BRIGHT SUNNY P405 •
......... ,,. .... , „...7r.s..............
... ‘,,,, ....-2 --........, .
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H
E.let(l'
;
More than 1,000,000 acres of the
in vr•TrRINS
total land area of 25,700,000 acres in
Kentucky are publicly owned, according to a bulletin published by
the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington. Nearly 900,000 Claude Newman, Daviess county Approximately 700 sheep in Simpacres are under federal ownership. dairyman. bought a young bull,1'son county were dipped in a portThe report lists the use being t•he son of Gardenville Coronation's
sheep dipping vat operated by .
made of puble.ly owned land in the King, which sold last year for able county
Farm Bureau.
the
•
wild
$45.000.
parks,
forests,
as
state, such
life redness reservoirs, airports.
etc., indicating tie acreages used
county
for sash purposes
Of the /4.781.6011 acres of privately owned laud, 31,080,069 acres are
in farraa, the revert states, 4,500.100
acres are principally non-farm
woodland or mining properties, and
the rest is in cities, village& rightsof- way and the like.
Sevesty-feur meant of the tarsi
land is egorated by its owners. The
proportion et the total land area is
farm varies widely, being lain than
land to which Americans will always be happy to return We must 50 percent is three counties and 3.
remain a nation in which perpetra- percent or more ea 11 comities.
tors of honest mistakes are JUST The bullettia. esIttied "Lad Ownership and Use is tentscky.- is •
FIRED-NOT FIRED AT
Joint publication ei the Kentucky
We must bear in mind that Soci- Experiment Stenos sad the
Burets
alism and Communism are broth- of Agricultural Economia of the
ers under the skin, that the only United States Department of Agridifference between them is in the culture. A limited number of coping
pace at which they propel a nation may be had by writing the Experiinto totalitarian dictatorship. Wel ment Station. University of Kenmust rid ourselves of the false no-, tucky. Lexington
tion that we can indulge in a bit ,
- —
of Socialism without traveling the!
P-U
whole road to slavery. You just' RANGEYEY. Me • UP)-- The
Here's a real wagon for tractor
cannot indulge in a slight_ touch of!
and auto use. It trails accurately. It
et a new pet at Bald Mounname
rough
Socialism any more than you can tain Camps on Mooselookmeguntic
can take heavy,,hauls coer
have a slight touch of smallpox.' Lake is Chanel, well known. in ttie
roads and fields. It makes short
Bern& It's tough:
_4Every time we put government in-: perfume industry The pee Is a
to another electric power business baby skunk.
Welded steel gives great shr-...r0-.
or any other business, beat the
type steering, tapered
Automotive
drums for Federal Housing, plump
hearings. telescoping reach.
reller
for free medicine or free anything.
Not ovorrgiody
aillentshie 'takes, seek lubrication.
2,..e are moving America just that
•sweet wagon,atalow price-see it:
subtoasty
y
Callowa
makwhen
day
to
the
much closer
honest mistakes will be
ers of
Ledger
FIRED AT-NOT JUST FIRED.' I scribes to Tio
Investigating
l
The Congressiona
13, Tawas km nearly
Committee has already brought to
light that our nation's capitol is everybody reads it.

At this critical point in international affairs the American people may well be thankful that General George C.
Marshall is servir.g as our Secretary of State because, it
seems, he has averted another "Munich pact"- that might'
have made the last one pale into insignificance.
President Truman. the gentleman who represented us a;
Potsdam. had dei ided. it seems, to short-circuit the United
Nations efforts to agree on control of atomic energy by
sending Chief Justice, Fred-M. Vinson directly to Moscow
to confer with Joseph Stalin. (whom he referred to two
monthsn= ago as "good old Joe Stalin.") as to the two-nation
agreement on the atom, thereby, by-passing the interests
of all other -nations in this important source of power on
which the peace of the world depends.
Secretary Marshall. who has been in Paris_representing
this nation in the discussions taking place, flew back to
Washington to advise his Chief against the course he was considering, and a late White House statement Saturday
indicates it has been abandoned. .
President Truman is undoubtedly sincere in wanting to
arrive at an agreement with Russia on the atomic bomb.
but he can't afford to - make the same mistake England.;
Tulips and daffodils , eon be
made when Prime Minister Chamberlain bought "peace id flowered
Is She horn, when planted
unitaterali
Aour time- at tRi7- expell4e of other nations.
in pots, in whet the florists call
Two parts
agreement on a'tomic energy between the United States "good potting soil.year bast top garden soil, one
and Russia would mean the millions who perished in of
of peat
part
ono
and
part sand
moss will make a good substitute.
WorlerWar II would have died in Vain.
sand lt tile sop sou is
- We agree with the views expressed last week by Win- Add more
heavy. thoroughly mix sod run
ston Churchill that the stockpile of atomic bombs owned through a le-inch mesh screen.
Place each bulb so that int point
by the United States is the world's strongest insurance
half Sr inch below the surface.
policy against another war, and Russia has no more right is Now
it is necessary to allow the
to informAtion, or participation in control of atomic energy, bulb to make roots; and for this
in
now
Nations
United
ot-the
nYeTnLer
purpose the pot must bp placed in
than the smallest
a dark and cool place, where it
•
session in .Paris.
ear.r.ot frees* or dry out too much.
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for,
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and Potsdam, and agreements
do.
our present crisis. "Open covenants. openly arrived at.- 1 will
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Wilson,
Woodrow• a porky advocated by
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and no ferthier watering should Ida
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman.
necessary. If stored in an indoor
‘The American people want peace and they are willing cellar
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Give Tulips Time to Grow
For Flowers This Winter

Yankee Ingenuity Penile.
WESTBORO, Mass. UP)--Odds
and ends he bought for $1.25 plus
his ingenuity earned Philip It.
Scott. Jr.. 18. a $700 scholarship. to
Worcester (Mass.) Polytechnic Institute. A diving rig made of a war
surplus gas mask and and old hist
pump won Scott the Fuller Scholarship for Yankee Ingenuity.

Much Land
Publicly Owned
In Kentucky
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'THE NATIONAL GUARD
DEFENDS AMER/CA "„
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the 'Texas backed its tray into History...

`1k
!

One of the most amazing feats in railroading
— occurred during the 'Civil War over the
NC&StL line, when the engine "Texas"
chased and overtook the engine "Genend."
Federal troops known as Andrews Raiders
seized the "General" with thc intention of
destroying bridges north from Kennesaw,
Ga., to Chattanooga in order to cut off
supplies to General Bragg's forces. A crew
.aboard the "Texas" gave chase. Running
backwards, it pounded down war-worn
tracks, making fifty and one-half miles in

sixty -five minutes, including nine stops and
necessary switching! Andrews and his men
were captured and another page in NC&StL
history as written.
The NC&SEL has played an important part
in the history, romance and development
of the South during its nearly 100 years of
service. Today, it serves a new South ...a
South utilizing its tremendous resources to
become an industrial empire. The NC&StL,
through its experience and modern facilities, is equipped to give this new South

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA
& ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
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the best in dependable, ellident, safe rail
stanspor4tation.
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Billington-Jones Motor Co. Inc.
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Marshall Averts Another Munich

-

Shucking as
not lie our greatest danger. Our
. gravest peril lies in the millions of
our misguided citizens, who while
they despise Communism, favor the
ideologies ofylts heap brother-Socialism, These millions must be
taught that the sociallstic schemes
„,%••••• they endorse. if adopted, eventually
make this glorious free
would
America of ours, a nation where
honest mistake-makers are FIRED
AT. RATHER THAN JUST FIRED.
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ail fawn, who is recuperating
ON THE MEND AND COMFORTABLE—Charley, a mule-t
by 18-months-old Rvnie
from n cracked pelvis inflicted by a hit-and-run driver, is fed
deer after it was treated
young
the
of
charge
in
is
who
Nev..
Vegas,
Las
of
Gay Bernkrant,
given penicillin.
and
taped
X-rayed,
was
Charley
at her father's animal hospital.
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RED SKELTON wisely keeps his eye* on lovely Arlene
Pahl while dishing out some hot information on howii
to'assure the proper exposure with a speed graphic
tattlers. The, pair are co-starred hr the forthcoming
2"A Southernjfenkcc."
/
Illtroebilln1

Read The Ledger & Times Classified Ads
•

HEAR
Congressman
VIRGIL CHAPMAN

Concord High School
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I -Fluid
2 -To ignore
3 "lu decide
4 Viper
5- Chair
6-Pactfir ittand
7 -Trick
8 Nice discernment
9 To Inquire
10 ,Chenilcal sul112
it -To muti•
17 -1Yrest:e
19 bit mph
23 Not
24 Stretched out
35 Prellir nes
.9 Lair
23-- Author ot '8entImental Journey"
29 Representative
30 Paid athlete
'Menai
31 Cuver
33 -0.tre name
36-Foliage
38-Pincer
40-To make happy
4I-To refund
42 -To tbcite
43-Actual
45-To regret
46 -5 shaped *OM
47-To touch lightly
43 -Lacking gweetr...a.
.is sines

Prior notices from the Veterans
Administration Branch Office in
Columbus (0) will be sent to veterans in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky whose National Service Life
Insurance term 'policies expire after October 8, 1948.
VA officialssaid notice will be
sent two months before the expiration date of the original policies.
This will give the veterans time
to convert their term insurance to
a permanent NSLI plan or renew
their term insurance for an additional five-year period. Renewals
may be made without a physical
examination, but at a higher premium rate based on the veterans'
Iattaining age at the time of renewal.
VA stressed the fact that veterans who plan to renew their term
insurance should submit their renewel applications, plus a premium
payment at the advance rate, prior
ti the expiration date of the original term policy.
'Veterans enrolling in college and
universities this fall may not receive 'their subsistence checks until the week of November 7, Veterans Administration Branch Office in Columbus 0.. said, today.
The first checks will include all
subsistence payments due from the
date of enrollment through the
end of October.
In most areas the first payments
cannot be made before that date
because of the havy workload the
colleges and VA'face in processing
extremely large enrollments.
Veterans are urged to make arrangements to meet their financial
obligations until their checks are
sent out.

Murray Route V
Popcorn gathering is in a big
way around here and turning out
pretty good.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Miller of New Providence
on the arrival of a daughter Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom and children were Sunday night supper
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thurman and daughter, and attended
church at Mt. Carmel.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Lamb are
home with their new daughter.
Mrs. Eva Farris visited Mrs. Rena
Clark Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertha Craig and Mel. Eulala St John visited in the Craig
neighborhood Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Scarbrough,
Mrs. Lula Carroway, Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Britton and children, Mrs.
Sue Salmon and Mrs. Bear Linville visited Mr. and Mrs. David
Harmon and son Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Ella Evans and Paulette
Steel spent part of last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Almous Steele and
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelrui Farris and
daughter were Froday night callers
of Mr. and Mrs. George Linville
and grandson; Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Salmon and Butch Saturday night
and Sunday guests, Dewey Harmon; Mrs, Annie Harmon and Mrs.
May Grubbs 'Monday, and Mrs.
Mable Stom Tuesday afternoon
guest of the Linvilles.
Mrs. Annie Harmon visited Mrs.
Eunice Cooper Tuesday.
Layoe (better known to all of us
as Shorty) Morris of Detroit called to see a lot of his old neighbors
and friends Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs.
Morris have been on an extended
trip to Niagara Falls, Miss, and
back through Tennessee and Kentucky enroute .home. Mrs. Morris
was in 'Paris visiting Mr. and Mrs.
John Harding.
Mrs. .Hinda Grubbs visited Mrs.,
May Grubbs one day last week.
Mrs. J. N. Johnson Is on the
sick list.
-Mrs. Ruby St John and daughter
visited Mrs. Eulala Craig, Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville and
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell visited
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ellison and
son Sunday afternoon.

atie

GRAY WITH RED — Redheads like nlm star Betty
Lynn have an affinity for
gray. And as a foil for the
gray bolero and skirt, she
wears a blouse of green and
white polka-dot tie silk,
tied in loops at the neck
and waistline. The hat is
green felt, with a crown
widely banded in green and
white silk.

New Concord School News inside
Dr. J. A. Outland, Mrs. Virginia
NM,. by I. Mod tat,..SM.
•Dixon. and Mrs. Kinkead visited
30.
the school Thursday, September
The purpose of their visit was to
give thorough examinations to the
lower grade, children and vaccinate
both grade and high school students. The fourth, ninth, and twelfth grades were 100 per cent in
smallpox vaccination.
The second grade have decorated
Woman Saves
their room for the month of October. The decorations consist of
Money Making
pumpkins, black cats, bats, black
owls, maple leaves, corn harvest,
Hooked Rugs
and pictures of jack °lanterns. They
have a good attendance in this
Questions and Answers
Mrs. H. Curtis Smitn of Warern
grade which is almost 100 per cent.
Q. My father is supporting a
county can point with pride to
The children carried pies for the
large family. May I claim him as
her hobby of rug-hooking, which
pie supper in hopes that they can
a dependent while I am in trainhas saved her considerable money
buy new lockers, book shelves, and
ing under the G. I. Bill?
while it afforded her employment.'
a sand table for their room. The
A. Dependency will be held to
From a total of 42 rugs made, she
first second and third grades are
..exist if your father does not have
has supplied her seven room house
Working on. a circus to be given
an income sufficient to provide
and given 10 rugs away. Her atnOctober 15 as a part of a Variety
reasonable maintenance for himbition now is to make a rug 12 by
Program_ We know witja the coself and members of his family
18 feet in size for her livinarnom.
operation.of the students and full
under legal age, or members of his
Although Ml's. Smith has been
support of the teachers. Mrs. Juna.
family otherwise dependent by reainterested in this craft for some
Wilson, Mrs. Lorene McCage and
son of mental or physical incapatime. it was not until she had the
Mrs. R. G. Shelton, the circus will
lessons last year in her homemakcity.
te
Modera
Use
be a sucess. Second grade students
ers club that she had real satisfacQ. Is the amount of disability
making honor roll this month were:
tion from it. Learning how to make
compensation in any way "(affected)
g
Patricia Barrow, Tip Curd, Naney
her own designs. to use degrees of
by the amount of money I earn or Heat In Cookin
Garner, Betty Hart, Bobby Mcshading in a flower, and to strip
receive. from other sources?
Chicken
- Kinney, Burns Dean Parks and
color fabrics and re-dye them have
A. No.
A rule for hottatwivis to follow, helped her attain the desired reJanice Stubblefield.
Q. I am going to college under
Third grade students are reading
the G. I. Bill and would like to who would get tie utmost flavor sults.
Mrs. Smith has the cooperation
know whether I will have to re- and servings from poultry, is to
a story about a ranch and are
fund the tuition if I leave school use moderate beat, whatever the of her husband and her son in her
planning to build a minature ranch
before the end of the school year? method of cooking. In that way, the hobby, for they assist her in ripon a sand table. Their room is being
A. If you drop out of college be- meat will be juicy, tender and done ping old garments. then in cutting
decorated with pumpkins and black
them in the narrow strips which
fore the end of the period for to the bone.
cats for Halloween. Each morning
"The rule holds for birds of all she says make for a fine-textured
I/Hob tuition has to be paid by
the students practice on a program "WAITING" ... JUST WAITING—Thjs photo, titled -WaitVIA, you *ill have to pay VA for ages and kinds, from the spring rug.
to be given in about two weeks. ing" and showing two nondescript dogs evidently left behind
the time you did not attend school chicken to the old hen sent to the
Sixteen students were orti the honor by occupants of a house bearing a "For Rent" sign, won
Tom Baldwin. Jr. of Madison
or you will lose the training time market when she ceases to pay her
roll for this month.
first prize in a contest sponsored by the Gaines Dog Research
way in eggs," states the USDA bul- county harvested 225 bushels of
covered by the payments.
Mrs. Forrest and the fifth grade Center, New York. The amateur photographer Is Louis A.
letin, 'Poultry Cooking." Moderate balbo rye from five acres, the
students are studing the westwaid
Puggard of Detroit.
•
'ha
It took only a few months for heat is always economical of fuel, highest yield ever
movement and are making many ,•.._
James H. Hill, farmer in Powell and there will be more meat to county.
illustrations as an " aid to th.ar
—
county to transform a 15-acre field, serve.
study. Among these illustrations
Copies of the 32-page recipe bulthick with undergrowth, into an
are covered wagons and many, histexcellent pasture, relates D R. Sil- letin may be had from offices of
orical. clay figures.
STOKTERMITE OAMAGf
er, county agent. Mr. Powell clear- county or home agents, or from the
The seventh and eight grade
Home
it
penand
turned
of
Agriculture
the
and
won
College
April
in
land
who
Mrs.
Celia
the
by
ed
Flying ants may be termites —
history class, taught
CLEVELAND, Oct. 12 41.17)_1 The Indians,
possibly in your home. A FREE
Grogan, is greatly pleased with Cleveland gave its world champion nant and the series the hard way, with a tractor. Then he applied Economics, Lexington.
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
their new map. A committee of Indians a hero's welcome today were visibly touched by the home- 600 pounds of phosphate per acre
give you accurate information on
They AU Do II
and seeded a liberal variety of Ky.
three students, Retta Bonner, Lucy and rang down the curtain on The coming ovation.
the extent of termite damage in
Wilkes — Barre, Pa., (UM_
Boudreau, cauterring the hand of 31 fescue, lespedeza and redtop
Ann Forrest and Bobby Joe Bucy, 1948 baseball season, with a dizzy
your property. Don't delay, call
Michael Reiser, special patrolman, today!
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aft4 Skive Money
FOR SALE-Shell gasoline. Regular, )8c; Ethyl, 28o-H575 Food

For Sale

[Lost and Foundi Helpful Recipes
tfc

Market.

FOR SALE-Norge oil hatter, used
less than one winter. Good conrose
dition See at 501 Olive.

LOST-Brown billfold near Bus
Finder keep
Station Sunday.
tnoney and return billfold to Elva
Ogip
Bailey, Box 134, Murray.

Owyhee

FOR SALE-Hot Point electric cool' tTPIENSFIlatlIO
Ogg ENtenet
stove, apartment rise. Good soli. Write /sera
Ma Memory Good
111111616, leafrad
dition-Dell Finney. des et 006 men. Mgt dim WO& Ana On
HOLYOKE, Mass. 1UP --- Why,
Walnut street after 5 p.m.
1 e for estimates
01Sp it's Percy Tuttle," Jim Reardon
said its he reached out to shako
FOR SALE-New 4 room house ROWLAND Rstrigarallost Walks and
hands with the man who walked
with hall and bath. On Vine and Service. Supplies. Phone 9933.
'into his garage. Reardon instantly
Erwin street-Austin Allen, Route Hazel Highway, one bloelc south
recognized Tuttle, who left Holyoke
4, Benton. Telephone 4131 between of Sycamore Street.
tif 40 years ago to live in California.
016p
7 a.m. and 5 p.m.
YOU MAY STILL HAVE TIME
Use our Classified Ads - They
FOR SALE-Nice 12-room house to get Youe home pram], insuget the business
and lot near college. Full baselated eel ireseranilitgped Wore
ment, furnace, electric hot water
bad *VOWS lea a MS
heater and two bathrooms. Garggegegage
61111.11.11111
age, poultry house, 12 bearing
Wes a wee reosseestrais.
vineyard.
fruit trees and grape
••• 5. N. esuisswee.
Two good gardens. Also all bar- IWO
Si.. WMniture including electric cook
WW.
stove and electric refrigerator.
Present income to owner la $201 ';.‘4.:110301111111TY DECCELISTBliii CO..
per month besides four rooms re- pelage/ hist& and outside. Comserved for living quarters. Owner ptes* aseerstlas arrytee. Carelnue
leaving city and is willing to sell or M.
111111-441. tare NWquick at a sacrifice. If interest- nrsera.
ed call or see Baucum Real rotate
014c FOR EVERGRIODEL "LOWWING
Agency, phone 122.

•

own.

roe

FOR SALETwo coats, fur collar.
Dresses, size 16. Gabardine suit,
lc
size 20. Call 548-ft.

Uncle Sam Says

Arm Pot-Roast
3 to 4 pound arm pot-roast
Flour for dredging
Salt to season
Pepper to season
3 tablespoons lard or drippings
Water
4 medium potatoes, unpeeled
8 whole corrots, unpeeled
8 onions, peeled
Flour for thickening
Dredge pot-roast with flower;
season and brown slowly on all
sides in hot lard or drippings. Add
small amount of water, cover
tightly and simmer gently, adding
more water if needed. Cook slowly until tender, allowing 4"5 minuetes to 1 hour per pound. About
45 minutes before the meat is done,
add vegetables; cover and cook until vegetables are tender. Remove
to hot platter and thicken liquid
with flour. 6 to 8 servings.
,1;stiato Doughnuts
6:ups sifted enriched flour
7 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon nutmeg
3 eggs, beaten
2 cups sugar

Muni/.

W

KS.

Kentuckre largpiano
distribu050c

Wantoil
Yost have • geed Si* al patois
eel Wed I grad NIS amok V.
went 100 het height!, GOOF Won
yea Dee es at seas Orr feather interftratitte-Ittmeg isteliary, tel014e
ephone 11004.

FOR SALE-1948 brand mew Chev- W ANTED-Bookk ceping, 'alarm a n
rolet 2-ton truck with stake body. or labor fob. Veteran, age W. Two
8.* tires all around 111111 A-Model years businsee callow Telephone
sedan. Good motor and tares- 350-R.
014p
01.21,
Lawrence Used Car Lot
WANTED-Place for iblre crop.
FOR SALE-Registered bird dog Have three mules-J C Overcast,
white with liver spots-Mrs. Lu- Roots 1, Hazel.
014p
ther Greenfield, 3 miles north of
in
mill
work
WANTED
-Man
for
012p
Penny.
and store. Don't apply unless will40R SALE-Baby buggy, gray with ing to do mill work and able to
stofm shield. 'See Mrs Zarnal
Public end make rapid eaTelephone •
Pate, Five Points
014c
on.-Ross Peed Co.
012p
626'-M.

•

Cost

at KEACH'Iloplcipavalle

.

Keach's Harvest Festival-Celebration t-

BAL,DWIN AC.ROSONIC PIANOS. ILATC1113i2 WOGS waarran-x

• Sales, Western
est exclusive
tors.

osne piRviniwy

Roy
shrubs. leaders,* work.
Schrum. Newry. *Woe,
, or
CO
••• R. A. Wassish

FOR SALE-First class Jap hayAugust Wilson, 103 Gatlin Buildlc
ing.

only 0006 up. Visit oar new dere
al
en Broadway. P•thasekt
South 7th, Maythstel-Feesi• Moo

1 1-2 cups warm mashed pota- I Waffles
milk graduell1 and cook until
Works oa Dogs Too
toes
1 cups sifted enriched GO"
thick atitrfrol eulistentrt Add
TILDEN.
IlL (UP)--Artifical res6 tablespoons melted lard
2 teaspoons baking pe.dlit
st 11,10"101r144 talon and Peen
3-4 cup milk
1 teeepoon salt
Tappan Opt ibroughlyt•fra 3 piration works on dogs, too. A pep
Lard for deep-fat frying
$ tabfespexms sugar
'pushed aside a well cover and fell
"rviritSift flour with baking powder. • egg yolks, beaten
Henry Hahn rescued the dog
I 1-4 mpg Milk
Salt and nutmeg. Combine elite,
INPLONIA.
With a rope. After a few minutes of
•
tablespnone
stetted
sugar, potatoes and lard; continuo
driPPIA111 ?MIN
artificial reparation, the dog went
!ty#Wees. 0111
beating. Add milk and blend. Add or lard
ttn
its way.
3
egg *gee
dry ingredients and inix only on
til flour disappears. Chill. Place
Siff together Rolm Nikki. Dear. ril
tdirigoirlit Zola from
Oldster Carries On
about 1-3 of the dough at a time •
selt• and sugar. Combine egg Ltneoptilifidwtg,elefithil, Just
BOSTON (UP) --For Richard
on a light floured cloth. Sprinkle yolks and milk. Pour ate 11.41411 four
he got a diploma
Murray, oldest court officer in
surface Of dough lightly with ingredients into the flour mixtuee front W' terelty of Nebraska.
Massachusetts, 1948 marks his ath
flour and roll to 1-2 Inch in and star only until flour is ra016studpeading
ent at
tolfrerstr
lifig 10 been.
in raaa by
birthday and 80th year of duty
thickn.eas. Cut with floured dough- ensd. Beat egg whites until stiff
with the Massachusets Supreme
nut cutter. Pry in hot deep lard and fold into the batter. Put 4 to an entrance eistrainaZion, although
Court.
(360 degrees F.) until golden 6 tablespoons of tter Into waffle he
eite,llelemscernigkedetea
lor
high
Ergalah
adriooicoedu
ursa
.
brown. Drain. RoU in granulated iron. Bake until emOje etope eteernhis
or confectioner's sugar if desired ing. Yield: I IltifflIn
"STANDARD"
Yield: 4 dozen doughnuts
Creased lifrod &AA Keihresine
When he ves distriarged froax
French Fried Onion IMAM
cups deed soolt4d carat ths Pim ta t•ek he re-entered
1
Ferns Tested Feeds
6 onions. sliced
1-3 run lard or drippings
the university and wee set for
Milk
Higheet Quality
1-5 cup enriched flour
graduation when officials .01e•ovSalt to peach
1-4 teaspoon salt
wed he we. short en English
ett
Pepper to •11•10•
Pepper to seagull
aredit. go would have to have it
Flour
1 1-I cups milk
to get a' umversaty sheepskin, they
Lowest
Lard for deep-fat frying
1 small can button mushrooms' wit
Soak sliced onions in milk for
1 tablespoon grated onion
Another examination
did the
ROSS FEED CO.
30 minutes. Drain and roll in sea2 tablespoons diced green pep- trick and his name was entered
soned flour. Drop in deep lard per
wit the Central class of 1948
Murray, Ky,
(350 degrees F.) and cook until
Melt fat. Add flour, salt and PepTeL 101
St.
North
3rd
nicely browned. I servings.
per; make a smooth paste. Add
AZAD TILE CLASS.

4 hosebwil Serer seek/awe eat a
horns roe to • right Werid Series
game preview the thrill of a Heti Trak A paroad wwilthis away a
sheaf of
S. SaYtniga Linda pro.
.idits security grid a thrill for hi.
family in the years to come. Sturt
saris; today. hi too quick years
melt he repaid 14 for every $4 you
put Mn your Strang" Bond. "nest.
sae, and that's• guarames hy rr•nr
Ntln- Apt op for the Payroll
Saviour Philo where you work, or if
in bu,uiueae or a prof.,rioe f+Iron
for the Send-a-Month Plan at your
bon&
(S. S 7•••wory ThrOmis••••

Amazing Values in Home Furnishings now

.ing this

Annual Event! Bargains

offered &Ir-

in all departments.

FREE CIDER and GINGER CAKES for al/

REACH FURNITURE CO.

HOUSE FOR SALE - Completely
Far 11.0
1
insulated, 10'2IT. Furnished or unfurnished. Excellent for office or
furnished
lake cabin. Built last 'eat. See FOR litINT-1111x room
harpelse
house
sad
Tull
both.
Providence,
-Burton,
New
Jim
Located on
0121) ment Tarmacs heat
Ky.
North lath street. Phone ri or
' FOR SALE - 1946 Ford pick-up. 198-W ter enformatith -W. L
013c
Real nice and clean. A-I shape. Polly.
Fully
1941 Ford Convertible.
quipped. Perfect motor and all!
Carl Cotton of Southern Madison-Lawrence Used Car Lot. Oth. Rockcestl• counties primed over
1,000 pounds of F 17 and Ky. 52
READ TUE CLASSIFIEDS.
tobacco.

By Ernie Bushrnillee

True to Form

NANCY

OH, THERE'S

DON'T B. SO
BASHFUL --LET'S PLAY
A LI'L GAME

BASHFUL
BENNY

441-0•6111.11.*******••
•

When You
Need

4

...-••••••••••••••••

••••••••,

ABBIE an' SLATS

PRINTING
See Us About It!
•
•
•
•

LETTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
HANDBILLS
POSTERS
TICKETS
CANDIDATE CARDS
RULED FORMS
PRICE LISTS
•

•

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
WEDDING INVITAI01118
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUBBER STAMPS
INFORMAL NOTE PAPER
BOOKLETS
- CATALOGUES
LEDGER SHEETS
BANK CHECKS

•
•
Call•wiry Circuit Court
•
• Jetsie C. ROSS. Executrix of
Robert L. Rosa, Deceased. and
Plaintiffs
• Jessie C. Rees,
VS Order of Reference
• Usher & Gardner, Inc,. Mayfield.
•
Ky,
•
• The New York Life Insurance
•
• • Company
and the Unknown Creditors of
• Etobert
ROM Deceased.
•
Defendants
•
• It is ordered that this cause bs
•
• referred to Geo. S. Hart. Master
Cornmiairner Of this Court to take
•
•
• probf Of' claims against the estatC
•• of Jessie C. Ross, deceased, and all
perstms holding claittis against said
estate will present their claims.
duly proven. before 'said Master
•
As Commissioner on or before the
I fourth Monday in November or be
arc forever barred from collecting same
•
• in any other manner except
• through this suit.
• Witness my hand as Clerk of said
••
49 Court, this the-itth city of Oct her, 1948
-Dewey Ragsdale, Clerk Calloway
County Court

THEN,AS YOU EXPLAIN IT, PROFESSOR EXACTLY, MV DEAN- AND WIN
--THE "BONG IS A TWO-DANA OLD
HIM IS TAKEN A FIZNEle-ANY
INFANT- WHO IS SNATCHED
FOREIGNER WHO LS
TUNATE
FROM HIS PARENTS-AND
ENOUGH TO BE IN THE AREA.
IS MADE THE
SUPREME RULER
OF WANG-COOK
PROVINCE--

llelLP
4m1
114•
10:
TA
10
tica
"
PA
ednd A117
LACE
G.4011M A SMALL

147=

Cl-RLD A RATTLE. MAR rTS
CRACILe•IPLACSIP A SONG.
WWSN THE SONG
STROM&
ENOUGH 10SANG 'ME
GONG,--

A GAY FESTIVAL IS HELD, AT THE
PEAK OF WHICH 714E FOREIGNER
IS BEHEADED AND HIS SKULL
SHRUNKEN IC) PROVIDE THE
BONG WITH HIS FIRST
DOLL. CHARMING,
ISN'T IT.

.•••

By Al Capp

Pawns of Fate

LPL ABNER

THIS smticoo o'

A HE-Si-lt100, AN'A

:

MINE. IS A NATIVE
•DOGPATCH,AN:
AS spcH,GoT
TN'RIGHT TCHASE
TliET BCK-Si-0100
0'YOUR'N,COME
%AM.MOWN%
• NC NOVEMBER

SHE-6H1•400.!7-OH,THEY'UMAKL A LOVIN' COUPLEAS Ne/HUT 1-14.149_,SHMOOS
DON'T?
-e

13th

S

LEDGER & TIMES
Telephone SS

North Fourth Street

•
•
•

WY DOES IT—With most
dt the triraminp concen*seed at the back in the
Pails styles, sitting
Ortillentg a problem. But this
*odd finds ft's not too hard
PI you sneak Into a chair
=
aye. She wears a
everting gown at
grusaded satin with an
allallitm poufl drapery at
Os book
'
-- --Order of Reference

By Raeboro Van Burets

Government Puppet

•
,T-9211c

' 4

•

.rat,

41

r•

v-aist
wwaseeetet--•.
• .t

.

.
•

aieltheatia-

COPY FADED

••••••••••-meweea

se-

Miss'ft/4

.

v.•
r- •

• a
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•

•
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Office for Food and Feed Conservation Suggests:

A.A.A. NOTES
•
DV Q D

A "PEACE PLATE" Felt TODAY
&um la.tat! gave MeaP cga4ke dm Peace!

Wil sirs;

The puce of 1948-clop corn a
be supported in all Kentucay
counties by loans on farrn-stoi
!corn and by Govenment purch.raa
WEDNESDAY PEACE PLATE
of cern delivered under purchase
The Italians w34d brown the
;
chairman
Royse.
agreernents. M D.
Richly purpled eggplant am on
meat end oniop in their native
the market now.
of the Production and Marketing
O'i—for avor and aroma You
, I.
Adminiatration gotate Committee.
They're good looking enough for olive
use' ve oil too—or bacon fat
table decorations—but so tasty that can.
Said here today.
drippings.
or o
we'll put them on *the table in
Corh loan rates to.. the State vary
t's try a menu like this:
centerthe
of
instead
dish
main
81.62
a
by counties from al 50 to
Lamb and Eeeplant Casserole
piece.
Snap Beans
BY EWI.NG GALLOWAY
• bushel. Royse said. The loan rate
Our recipe is a flavorsome I
Orange and Grapefruit Salad
for Calloway County is ;1 53 per ; Weekly; newspapers mita arnall , purpose. karst a serious consciouscasserole made with latrib—an
Chaebiate Bread Pudding
bushel.
city dailies nave been a tfetneo-! ness of the trust and responsibility
economy cuk for thrift. And there's
WHEN YOU'RE SHOPPING: Be
The county loan rates are 7 cents sous factor in cleac eaderess in
th4 usual Itilian accompaniment— sure the eggplant you buy is fresh
in reporting the news in an. untomatoes.
a bushel above comparable corn the state since the work of the
—nit wilted.
manner,
straightforward
and
biased
Like moskiwaseroles, this one
price support rates for the 1947- Committee for Kentockv got unSo pick one that's smooth—not
uses only & little meat. And so the shriveled. And examine it for
crop, according to the State PMA der way. They hive supported I and in supporting those thiags edicost will fit quite a slim food bud- brown spots which would indicate
chairman.
heartily the Committee's . state-, aorially which will make the comget. You should be able to serve decay.
•
, Corn of the 1948-crop grading wide betterment programs, and munity affected a better place in
four for only about 55 cents.
The mature eggplant will be firm
l. S. No 3 or better. or No 4 on most of them Nerve plugged vigor- which to live. Secondly, a definite
dhayheavy for its size. If it was
LAMB AND EGGPLANT
the advertaiers
esponsibility ,
; feet weight only, and meeting ously for local projects sponsored
mature before picking. you'll
CASSEROLE
nd to the public- to manage busi, moisture requirements for safe by civi: organizations. Without
know by its light weight that it's
Iv, lb. br•ast of lamb
storage will be eligible for loan or /heir support the work of the Com- ness affairs of . the nt wspaper in
pithy and seedy Inside.
I tabl•poons Wont/lull
mittee for Kentucky would have • a highly „ ethical and businesslike
purchase under the program.
SKI-BELLE — Martha
Yi cup chopped onion
Eggplants that are too mature
•••11 eggplant (•Isout I
time earning
little. .
same
accomplished
the
at
manner,
Mitchell, Florida water
may also be ota.calor. They're likely
Finding sufficient storake space
tops. diced
return.
financial
fair
a
PAI:sley
To the list of more than 100
1 I•bic.P...n eboPPed
to be yellowish or streaked instead
for the/record 1948 corn crop is exski champion,zips along the
I teaspoon galt
of true purple.
pected' to be a major problem in papers running this column regulo "Being deeply cognizant of those
• Sea•owen paprik,a
waves at Cypress Gardens
rap conned tom•to poip
You can't judge maturity by its
arty and some 25 quoting it edi- things, it with all seriousness that
a nonchalance that
with
Vg cup trunks
, carrying out the price support pro- torially. I'm reporting a. new rehowever. For the size desize,
this
of
people
the
to
pledge
we
chairman
PMA
' grant the State
Makes her sport seem t00
Bone and trim lamb and brown lean seat pends in part on variety.
Times,
cruit.
Hopkins
efforts
County
the
for
complete
our
county:
rote
<Sopped
In
with
eggdrippings
said It is reported in some areas of
easy. One little bump,
If the eggplant you buy is too
plant: cut In cub= and conibuse with other
the State that there is adequate a weekly..managed by Mack Sisk the betterment and • advancement
ingredients. Mow mixture in • grant.'.) raa- large for one meal, keep the left.:HILDREN RATE EXTRA COAL — Extra Coal Was Mack
though, and the aqua-maid
is
covered. in • m...1.•••,.• goon
fiat
Thom
Bake,
and
vall
by
We
edited
McConW.
County.
senile.
Hopkins
of
space for only about 10 percent of
over portion unpeeled and wrapped
available to the western Sector of Berlin as a direct result of
.1') for about 45 silinaft.s.
1360
might be heading for•%IL
"beat around the bush" or be a
sprankI• with animas and bourn an oleothe crop Royse urged that Kentucky nell.
in wux peper in the refrigerator.
the record air lift by U. S. planes on Air Force Day. Now
4.
Barnes
Wes.
iscue
I
leading
editorial
the
in
.Mvolved
like
The
"fence sitter."
farmers plan immediately for con••••••
damilies having two or more children under the age of 10
struction and repair of both per- .the first issue of the paper so well must be clear; ,nrid when we comreceive an extra ration of coal for the month of October.
have a
manent and temporary corn storage that I'm passing along to you some mit ourselves' we will
Here, a .dc..if r in the American sector givE s cut the spaa:al
paragraphs from it:
sound reason for duaig so. At no
rspace, needed on their farms.
ration to a family.
"Editorially we owe no debt or time ,and in no manner will The
'Corn price support' loans are obligation to any person or
organi- pages of this newspaper be used
available this year from the time zation. and will form all
editorial,for any personal gain or for the
of harvest. Price supports are also opinions from the current facts con- promotion of any individual or
available on other major crops pro- cerning the issue involved,
group seeking special powers or
duced in the State. including wheat.
'.The county paper serves a dual privileges."
-•
tobacco. . cotton, soybeans, and
•
barley.
The men of the 17th Military Air Transport Squadron yesterday
"Fee always been a natural
ordered a shipment of "shmoos" to end the Berlin crisis.
4
These price support programs are
,
CI: of .1 ". -son City, Tenn.
right-hander." he said. "arid my
An AA' unit participating in the airlift into the German
county
.iistered
.
loea_l_liar_op_gh
maxti,kuad_rear..
frora_lithein....Qermany...for
order
BB
cabled
twadtal, the squadron
. ACP Committees
aching fur weeks.
-after I a nap:.aroand the world of.. Tuesday
d,
Holden assured him he'd get used
Mrs Stella- Raspberry of Hazel
."HOLLYWOOD tU.P.)—Bill BenMace-deny: last week with relatives
'Then I will leave ,air Detroit. Mich.,-dix' biggest trouble m learning to to horses after a while.
and friends I also spent the night and Kentucky Bell of Murray spent
•
. to see my dear brother. Hobert rida.a horse was concentrating on
-Horses are horses." he said. "ex• with Ole Maid and Raincrow and al day Tuesday in. Mayfield.
Todd, who is very - ill. I AM hot his,
It's
next.
ride
you
one
the
for
cept
stability and his lines at the
enjoyed Name wath thtm all and
Come in Ole Maid and listen to
going jumping in E. H. Simmons'
trained especially' for movie work."
same time.
•
had loes of fun and good things to the radio with me I have at setting
car I am going to fit in his car and
That meant. Holden explain:al
eat But I don't like .the poison ivy here on .the eating table listening
Bendix.
who
,really
had
never
go So get your suitcases ready and
that the horse does stunt work like
I got doWr. it the old. home place to some singing while I am trying
go with me Hurry and make uri ridden a horse, had to look expert falls. It means the rider does the
takIrreau,flausaera_tcialet_oua _at may to write this.
eyour mind for the time is just on one for His role as a Texas stunt work too.
new home
Q. What is the name of this eat re
ranger an Paramount's "Streets of
Ole Maid you said you had a new around the corner.
Tn the scene. Bendiir hawse is meat?
Mr and Mrs J C Sar.rr.onsare- shade of ink What kind of shade do
Laredo." After the first day's shootOh. Me oh. my Ole Maid. I am
shot. He goes catapulting .down a A. This is a beef arm pot-meat.
cerved word Friday that their son. you have this time' Green. 41--se is
.ng. he sought taut-an expert rider.
that really likes fun and can
a dozen shmooe In drop into Berlin oy parachute in 'Operation
steep hill.
Q. Where does the cat eeme boon
E. H Simmons of Evansville. Ind. will go a long way It might .help one
- for advice.
Bill Holden.
Little Vittles."
about my and how is it identUledt
take a joke, but some folks can't.
worrying
I'm
"And
got his fingsrs cut off Sunday. but yetur aches and pains When-I heard
-How do you manage hi guide
from the
The El 8. fliers sent their cable to Al Capp. creator of the
So let's keep on smiling and let the
lines.- Bendix groaned. "It would A. The arm pot-roast teItcut
_ we haverat heard .how the accident
is identibed
Chuck secUon of beef.
.you hammering and betiding nails
the brnery critters and memorize
gourd-shaped little beast which has ended all economic
bewhiskered.
us.
with
smile
world
be better if I start worrying about by the small round arm bone whloal
happened He as doing fine Tues- I sure lake to hive fainted.
scene of -IJ1 Abner"
your lines at the same timer BenDogpatch
in
lila
end
one
Is
of
center
located In the
•
Herten Lewes ptl Macedonia was dix inquired in his best Brooklyn living."
day.
Mention at *postal "shmoo chutes- recalled that G S fliers are
of the rout. The arm bone pot-roaat
By the way„allie Maid. Kentucky i
Murray: Wednesilay.
also contains two or three rib ands.
making parachutes Of kerchiefs and dropping candy and gum Tx
drawl.
rs Boyd Roberts and Be:1 will leave between now and In
•
WILY .TROUT FINALLY
Another Identifying mark to a small
Dorman ehticiren in the American sector of Berlin
Si) long td neat time.
"Just memorize your lines." Holdaughter who have been vatting November 6 for Evansville. Ind_ to
round muscle near the arm bone.
FALLS. FOR TRAP
the
said.
forget
der'
"and
about
Bell
Kentucr,
.1 1,
Q. How should this cut be prepared?
see the honey bunch _for a
horse."
Jessie A. The arm pot-roast Is molted Iq
LANSING.Mich.
the few remaining timber cutters
OLD LOGGING RAILROAD
Bendix groaned as he eased into Baird, Michigan conservation of- braising. in other words by the
molature
use trucks to haul their harvest
of
small
a
of
amount
HEAP
SCRAP
TO
GOING
a chair.
ficer and trapping expert, has slow heat. When cooked yty11
me to sawmills
- "You got that back'ward." he made the most unusuA catch in od It Is tender arid flavor
and ownLANSING. Mich. itTPi --One of
parable to the driest roast. Brown
said -That horse mad- a lot more years of experience.
Michigan
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Riley's Offers
fair trade-in value
ON YOUR OLD FURNITURE
you wish to purchase new furniture for your home

or
•
-1

Get Your Winter Protection Now

Tired of your old Bedroom
Suite?

At
S

\-Vhy not come in and select a new one

ekv.Zr

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

from the many on our floor. We
have several styles to
choose from.

Here's What Should Be Done NOW!
Pack and Adjust Front Wheel

Tune Motor
1,

-.;

Bearings

Lubricate Chassis

Come in and see the latest in

Change Oil to Winter Weight

Clean Air Cleaner

ARVIN DINETTE SETS

mission

to Winter Grease

— COME -IN TODAY

Wash Car

Check Hose Connections and

•
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Vacuum Clean Upholstery

COLD WEATHER RUSH

Riley's Furniture & Appliance Co.
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Don't Get Caught
In The
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Check Fan Belt

It's Time To Change!

Refurnish your living room with
tasteful, restful furniture
from RILEY'S

1,4
!ht.

Check Battery and Refill
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Clean Interior

Change Differential and Trans-

You will want one, no matter what
you have now.
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